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SUMHARY 
A critical study of the altered surface la.yers found on nitrided-
steel piston rings run in nitrideo..-steel cylinder barrels ims con-
ducted to determine the physical and chemical characteristics of the 
altel'ed layers and tile mec11anism by w"hich these coating layers 'fere 
formed . The electron microscope lias used for the examination of 
areas that heretofore could be stl~died only by electron and ""-ray 
diffraction . The light microsco::?e "Tas used to s"bu.dy gross micro-
structures and oxidation-color patterns . The following information 
was obtained as a L'esult of the investigation: 
1 . The running faces of nitrided -steel piston rings smeared 
during engine operation and a metallic layer that consisted of a 
virtually a:norphous crust vTith an underlayer of finely fragmented 
crystals was deposited on the ring face . 
2 . The granular portion of tbe ooating layer han chemical 
proFerties similar to those of the illderlYiD~ ni~rided steel but 
the vitreous top layer had a high resistance tow"ard oxidation and 
corrosion . 
3 . The S!!looth portion of the coatinG ivas ap:yarently formed by 
a mel~ing and flowing of the surface as a result of friction-developed 
temperatures; whereas , the granular portion of t e coating was appar-
ently formed by a fragmentation and subsequent smearing of the 
strained surface crystals as a result of elevated temperatures and 
hiGh surface pressures . 
INTRODUCTION 
Surface films and coatings generated on piston rings, bearings, 
and other rubbing parts of aircraft engines during their operation 
are of interest because of the decrease in wear and the increa.sed 
load-carrying capacity of r'_m-in surfaces having such coatings . 
Studies of these coatings arc being conducted at the NACA Cleveland 
laboratory in an attempt to identify their composition, grain 
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st:~lcture , and the mechanism of their formation (referencos 1) 2, 
aLi 3) . This information should aiCi in the choice of alloys best 
suited for rubbing parts . A determination of the method of forrra -
tion is a preliJ::linary step to a possible sy:lthesis of pretreated sur -
faces having the desirable characteristics imparted by run- in . 
The surface coatil!g found on nitrided-steel piston rings (ref -
orence 1) is ideal for a ceneral study of surface deformation and 
coa-::;ins formation . The purpose of the investigation reported here~'1 
1·ms t o stud.y the chemical reactivity and microstructure of the rub -
bing surface and its components . The corrosion resistance and the 
sUl~face defol~ation of nitri~ed-steel piston rings run in nitrided-
steel cylinder barrels were studied by examining segments of piston 
rings etched with various rO.3.ge l.ts . The electron microscope was 
utilized. to examine the surfaces at hieh ruagnification . The micro -
strnct-;;.re of the deformed crystals \laS detemined with the aid of 
ste~coscopic electron micrographs . The rate of oxidaticn of differ-
ent ~'ortions of the worn sur::ace ,-ras c.etermined by means of heat -
tinting . 
Metallurgical (LiGht ) Microscope 
A Bausch and Lomb resea:cch-modul metallograph was utilized to 
examine the etched and teat -tinted specimens an~ to take the desired 
light micrographs . A light-blue daylight filter was used in the 
exar::linatiol1. and photogra:9hy of the heat -t:i.nted specimens . 
Electron Iviicroscope 
An RCA electron microscope, t~~e EMB-4, was used to take the 
electron micrographs of the specimen replicas . These replicas were 
mounted in the RCA 40 stereo holder and stereoscopic pictures were 
macle of all the regions 0.1. interest . Tl~e instnunent magnification 
was determined by measurinG electron micrographs of replicas of 
a ruled o.iffraction grating (refsrence 4) . The original elect:-on 
micrographs were made at an electronic magnification of 4000 diam -
eters and optically enlarged to the rnab~ification shown in t~e 
report . 
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Stereoscopic Electron Micrographs 
The relatively great depth of focus of the electron microscope 
makes :possible the taking of stereoscopic pictures at high magnifi -
cation . The stereo holder is so constru.cted that rotating the holder 
180') betueen consecutive r ictures of the same field gives a stereo -
scopic pair of negatiyes . Prints of these negatives ,,,hen pro]?erly 
arranged and examineo_ through a viewing device reveal the three -
dimens i onal micTostrncture of the origi:18.l specimen . Representative 
stereoscopic electron micrographs of the surfaces studied in con-
nection ,.ith this l'eport are incluc..ed. as figures 1 to 6 . These fig -
ures can be examined. with the Abrams aer:i.al -mapping contour finder , 
model FC -2) as o1:,tlined in refel'ence 5 . Prints of only one member 
of each pair (figs . 7 to 19) a1'e discussed.. 
EXPERTh1ENTAL PROCEDURE 
Pre!>aration of Specimens 
The cross sectio!ls and tl e ru.nn1ng faces of n0W and. used 
nitrided-steel piston rings were studied to determine the c~arac ­
teristics of the surface deformation. The rings were cut into 
li -~nch segments to facilitate handling . The specimens intended 
for cross-sectional study were carefully cleaned and electroplated 
with a layer of nickel approx:i.mately 0 . 03 inch thick . The s8goents 
intended for a study of the running face were cleaned but were not 
nickel-rlated . The plated segments were cut into transverse slices 
one-eighth inch thick and mounted in Bakelite by means of a metallo -
graphic mountIng press . Some of the plated cross sections intended 
for light-microscope examination and heat -tinting studies were 
mounted in an alloy "Tith a 101'1 melting .point . These mounted s:peci -
mens were carefully polished i,:·tallographically for satisfactory 
observation at hi _ magnification . 
Chemical Etching of Specimens 
The cross seotions to be examined .lith the light microscope 
were given a 3-second etch with 2-percent nital . 
The spec~ens int~ded for heat-tintine were given a 2- second 
etch ,.ith 2-Ilercent nital and thoroughly dried . The low-J'!:elting -
point alloy 'Has then melted and the specimens were removed. and 
placed face up on a brass plate heated to a,proximately 3000 C. The 
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s~ecimens were r emoved fuld cooled after the ring section had been 
heat -tinted to a red-purple core and a dark-blue case . The tinted 
specimens were then remounted in the alloy for examination under 
the light microscope. 
The cross-section specimens from which replicas were made for 
the electron microscope were etched for 30 seconds with 2-percent 
nital . 
The segment of the used ring utilized for an electron-
micrographic study of the runni~~ face was first et ched for 30 sec -
onds with 2-percent nital . After satisfactory pictures were 
obtained, the segment was etched for 5 seconds vlith a etua r egia . When 
the study of this etching treatment was finished, the segment ivas 
finally boiled for 30 minutes in concentrated potassium hydroxide . 
The new r ing segment was given the same treatment . 
Preparation of Replicas for the Electr on t.1icroscope 
Metal surfaces crulnot be directly examined in the electron 
microscope because an elect~on beam can penetrate only thin films 
a few millionths of an inch thick. Instead, thin replicas of the 
ring samples VTere used to study the surface characteristics imparted 
b;}T the various reagents . The two-step polystyrene -silica method 
(reference 6) is one of the best existing procef?ses for preparing 
replicas to be used in the electron microscope . A modification of 
this method (reference 7) was utilized for pr epar ing all the replicas 
of '"hieh electron microgl~aphs appear in this repor t . 
When the mounted cross -section specimens had been etched, they 
vlere again placed in the metaJ.l ographic mounting press and enough 
methyl methacrylate (Lucite) molding powder vTaS added t o make a 
molded disk approximately 0 .005 inch thick . After the mold had 
cooled, the mounted specimen was taken from the mold and the paper-
thin disk of plastic was carefully loosened ,.,i th a dissecting 
needle . The plastic disk was placed replica side down on a frame 
in a high -vacuum a~:9aratus and after a vacuum of 0 .1 micron or 
better was attained, a thin film of silica was evaporated on the 
replica disk from a small t~~gsten coil . This silica film was a 
positive replica of the original ~~rface (reference 6). 
The silicated replica was cut into l i S- inch squar es wi t h a 
paper cutter,. The area to be st udied was ke:"t in the center of the 
squares . A rim of lO -percent gelatine solution was painted on the 
edge of a speciman screen and when it became st i cky the replica 
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s~uare was ~ressed replica side ~o~~ against the screen with the 
desil'ed J!ortion at the center of the screen. The gelatine dried 
v.'"ithin 15 minutes and the whole mount Has il1l!Ilersed, screen dO ..... 'l1, 
in a :rlat dish containing freshly distilled chloroform . After 
30 minute8 the Lucite had dissolveo.., leaving the silica replica 
stuck to the screen vlith gelatine. The screen was removed, dried, 
and examined in the electron microscope . 
The etched unrlated segments of the ring wer e inserted 'vith 
the rmming face up between the semicircular halves of a split 
Bakelite plug ivi th the top rounded to conform to the radius of cur-
vature of the piston ring . The plug was of such a thicl:ness that 
the ring face of the segment formed a continuous surface '\-lith the 
tops of the plug halves . A I.ucite disk of 1/32- 1nch thickness was 
molded on this curved surface . rr_le 1"1.).ci te replicas ,·rere cracked off 
and coated '-lith a silica film as before . The silica was scraped 
from the disk except for the s·crip repr esenting the ring face . r:L'his 
strip 'i[as scratched into l/S- inch s<luar es vlith a razor blade 8...'"1d the 
disk vTaS imersed in chloroform i·There the silica sq ares floated 
free of the plastic in a fevT minutes . The squares '\Tere removed with 
a fine -,{ire mesh padd.le and transfer:!.'ed to a second dish of c1:10ro -
form for washing . The resid.ual L-~lcite dissolved from the replicas 
"Tithin a fe" minutes . The silica replicas were then floated onto 
1/8- inch specimen screens and mounted in the holders for electron-
microscope examination . 
RESULTS 
Li8ht Micrographs of Piston-Ring Cross Sections 
Preliminary eXIlerilllents reported in reference 1 indicated that 
the coath:g substance found on vTorn nitrided. - steel piston ri~lgs 
possessed a smooth struct cless -appearing cross section, 1'lhich was 
not visibly attacked by the usual mGtallogra~hic reagents but could 
be o.artenea. by hot concentrated. potassium h;)'droxide . Results of 
the examination re:9orted. herein, however, have revealed that a com -
pletely smooth coating was characteristic of areas where little 
crystal deformation was evident under t~e coatingj this deforcation 
is SilOwn in figure 7 . When the crystal deformation under the coating 
layer increased, the coating became thicker and began to a.pear 
granular at the junction of the coatir.g and the uncerlying crystals . 
In extremo cases where severe crystal deformation and working had 
occurrod, a thick layer of granular \ orkod metal 'vas found underneath 
tho coating, w·hich '\fas occasionally completely granular as shown in 
5 
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:'i lITO 8 . The granular coating sometimes appeared. stratified w·ith 
no definite relation betw·oon tho thickness of the coating and the 
number of layers present. 
The edge of the ring face, which received a severe loading at 
the top of the stroke, often shovTed a deep pocket of defomed 
crystals covered with a thick lens-shaped layer of coating . In 
some cross sections the vlOrked crystal layers built up at the edge 
of the rine; and. the coating jutted out over the worked crystal 
layer as if it had been smeared . All variations of the coating 
were observed on the same cross section. 
In nost of the cases a cross section of the ring revealed the 
coating to be only ~)artly grarru.lar as shmffi in figure 9 . The smooth 
top portion of the coating seemed to be formed to a limited depth 
of a~proximately 0 .0001 inch. ~lick layers of coating formed on 
severely .lorked s1..l.rface crystals have therefore a relatively thick 
la;yer of granular coating, whereas thin layers may have only a t r ace 
of granular material at the j1..mction of the coating and the surface 
crystals . 
The line of demarcation beti·reen the coating and the wor ked 
cryste.ls ,,,as usually distinct but a tongue of the underlying deformed 
crystals occasionally projected into the coatinG, which suggested 
that the coating transformation sometimes occurred in the surface 
layers of crystals ;,dthout dislodging them . The top of the coating 
layer is usually flat but instances were observed ,.,here a 'Yaviness 
and extreme fluctuations of coating thickness occurred even though 
the 1.mderlying surface '-Tas relatively flat . 
Light Micrographs of Heat-Tinted Piston-Ring Cross Sections 
The ox:Ldation rate of metal crystals can be determined by 
studying the interference colors of oxld.e films fO:!:'DJed on metal 
surfaces. When an oxide film reachos a critical thickness, the 
shortest visible .,avelengths in the violet region of the spectrum 
are sup::;>ressed. fu""ld the rema::l.nder of the sIJectrum is reflected (ref-
erence 8). This residue of light is complementary to the extin-
guished wavelengths, which l'esults in a yellow reflection from the 
film. As the film becomes progressively thicker, the longer iVave -
lengths are supprossed; the shorter are transmitted; and the oxide 
film passes through a series of colors complementary to the absorbed 
colors (wavelongths). Table I lists the c0lors and ap~roximate 
tiliclmesscs of oxide films formed 0:1 nitridcQ steel. (See refer -
ence 8 . ) 
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The cha.racteristic colors of various portions of the piston-
ring cross section and their corresponding ratings ar e listed in 
table II. The specimen was heated until the core ivas red purple 
and the case was dark blue when examined :without magnification , 
\>Then exarninect at 1500 diameters ,.,ith the light microscope , 
the region near the running face in the cross section of the ring 
eyllibited marked differences in color, Hhich indicated varying 
degrees of oxidation . The smooth portion of the coating ,.,as yellow 
orange . This thin oxide film corroborated earlier statements as 
to the corrosion resistance of tlle coating ( refel~ence 1). The 
granular coating, however, possesseo_ a much thicker oxide film , the 
colors of which suggested that t.e oxidation rate of this area was 
nearly that of the case . Between this coating layer and the 
worked. crystals was a thin deep-orange band of coating whose oxi -
dation rate >ras less than that of either the rouGh coating or the 
iwrked. crystals. 
Figure 10 is the area shown in figure 9 after the s~ecimen 
had been heat -tinted , The broad da::::'k band belml the yellow -orange 
oxide film of the smooth coating consisted of blue and ~urrle 
granules . The orange line lying between this band and the wor ked 
crystals did not register on the monochromatic film . 
The worked layer lying just under the coating was light blue, 
which indicated an oxidation rate sligltly greater than that of the 
nitrided case . The lower ends of the bent surface crystals located 
deeper in the case tinted gradually to the i ntermixed deep -orange 
and blue needle -shaped cryst£ : a characteristic of the case . The 
color changed rather abruptly from the case hues to the intense 
r ed-orange and yellml -oral1ge crystals of the core . The core was 
a.Pl)arently more resistar ~ to oxidation than the case . The colors 
of the crystals resembled the tint of the smooth por tion of the 
coating. The "white nitrides II were brmffiJ which suggested a s ~rface 
activity lying between that of the case and the core . 
Electron Micrographs of Piston-Ring Cross Sections 
"Then only a small deformation of the crystals under the running 
face of the ring occurred, the surface crystals exhibited few signs 
of severe ",orking, the only indications of deformation being the 
slight bending of the crystals at the surface . In an area vlhere 
severe 'fOrking was evident (fig . IlL the crystals were bent almost 
parallel to the surface . This specimen was etched in nital and the 
increased attack on the strained and f:ragmented crystal plates made 
7 
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the cr~rstals a~"?ear to have been ground np . If any coating had 
fortJea on the surface , it la;)' between the vaguely defined line of 
the ring stlrface and the deformed crystals . These crystals probably 
corres-:?ond to the w·orked crystals under the coating in figuTe 9 . 
An electron micrograph of a coating area similar to fib-ure 9 
is stow.l in figure 12 . Only the top smooth portion of the coating 
and part of tIle sranular area are visible in the llrint . The orig -
inal negative showed the lo'.ver edge of the coating as an abrupt line 
of demarcation to an area resembling figure 11 . The smooth portion 
of the coating showed no definite structure even ,,,hen electron 
m:i_crographs '·Tere taken at the highest magnification of the electron 
microsco]e and e~lareed optically to 100,000 diameters . 
The gra:lUlar area below the smooth coating seemed to be com -
l)Osed of small fragments ",-hose structure vTaS finer and more randomly 
oriented than that of the severely vlOrked and.. stratified layers 
lyinG underneati.1 t:16 coating proper . 'l'he granular structure diffused 
gradually into the smooth layer with no sharp line of demarcation . 
The area lying in the plane of the photograph just below the 
severely ,varked crystals Df an area. similar to figure 11 is shown 
in figure 13 . The center of the area ShOVffi in figure 13 occurred 
about 0 .0007 incil below the ring surface . The ridges of u:letched 
material characteristic of the nit:;.~idod area apIJeared as smooth 
irregular bands with the finely ritted areas of the strained crystals 
etched to a lower level . The unetched ridges usually have lamellar 
sides . Figure 14 is an electron microgral'h of the nitrided case 
belmv the ,vorl:ed area. The laIiJellar- sided ridges vTere still present 
but the crystal faces did not etch into the fine pi te shovffi in fig-
1-~re 13 . 
Electron Micrographs of the Piston-Ring Running Face 
The l"\,~nning faces of unetched ne'-T and used rings "'8re examined 
for evidence of pittiI1..g or corrosion . Both new- and. used-ring 
surfaces were fr8e of pits and etched areas . The new ring vTaS 
smooth exco}?t for parallel shallow groovos imparted by the finishing 
operation. The used ring rosembJed the new ring with a less prominent 
serios of Grooves allQ an occasional slight Iwlt such as might be 
caused by metal flow . 
"men etched with nital} the used-ring surface vTaS revealed to 
consist of broad plateaus that romajned unattacked and smaller 
8 
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v_netcbed. plateaus, wbicb were apparently tbe tops of crystals bent 
o-;er parallel to the surface . Figure 15 is an electron 1Dicrograph 
of a nominally uncoated area as seen in cross section in figure 11 . 
Tlle crystal tops were bent over and we:ce covered w;i th a tbin film 
of ::l}:QOl~;)h ous material. Some ev5.6.ence of slipband. formation occtu~red 
In the smooth ~)ortio.n. of the crystals not directly on tbe sm'face . 
Tl1e severely "TOrted crystal layers such as app~ar in figure 11 can 
be eeen under t}Je lips of the bent- over smooth edge . 
An a ctual cQ.3.tirJ€ a rea , whicl1 ge.ve a visible cross section 
sucb as can be see~1 in a pbotomicl"ograph, often extended beyond the 
limits of the field available in the electron microscope . Fig-
u.re 16 shovTs the e6.ge of such Q. coati.ns area . The smooth coating 
occupies t~e 1mver balf of the fiE,llTe and the area of strained. 
crystal edges slopes do-vm from tlle coating plateau to B. surface 
vlsi'ble at the top of tbe picture, ;-l-r:ich resembles tte ~nworked. 
C8.se crysta::'s j.n figure 14 . 
The face of the new ring vae severely etcbed. by ni tal, as might 
be ex~)e,:;ted f::."om :i. ts relatively undistorted surface crystals . Small 
smooth pe.tclles 1·7ere l)resent , }:.mrever, wbich ,·!ere apparently tte same 
as tbe coating on the used rings . The size and. t.e apilearance of 
the smootl1 patcbes su.ggested t~at they 1'Tere formac;. :Ln the sar;18 man-
ner 2.3 tIle coati:~1g on tho \Vorn rings 1vi tlJ the ab~~a8i ve gr&ins from 
tIle finisl1it1b operation. genere.tjng tlJe teat and pressure as men-
tioned. in reference 9 . 
The new and tne use _ rings ;.rere treated wi tb. aqua re,zia after 
the ni tal etcll in order to verify the c· ~emical resistance of the 
coating . The extent of tlJe coatip.,fs areas decreased but electron 
microgray.hs of t.le remaining coating areas revealecl tlwse areas to 
be subst .::J.lltially l..1.nc1Jai:lged . The ne,.; r ing was much tbe SGUJe vi til 
smooth spots still present althou.f;h their edges had been round.ed as 
shmm in fi61..11'o 17 . 
fJ.f'ter the aqua regia etch, tbe new- and used-ri .7lG segments 
vere boiled for 30 minutes in cOl;,centrated potassium l1ydl~oxide . 
The segments turned clark, Hhicb suggests the formetion of an oxide 
coating . Sever al ::?rcliml~~ry Lucite impressions were used to clean 
tJ.1e oxide from the Su.rf.Ci ce befo:!:'e t.:iJe fina 1 repli cas 1vere made . 
The General surface of the new rir~ presented two markedl~- differ-
ent types of etching . In a:..~e.3.s wbere surface ,vcrking bad. appar-
ently occUl"recl , the smootl1 spots remain unatte.cked . The 'iiOrked 
crysta l fece adjacent to the spots 1-raS etcl1ecl to form a colULlJnar 
structure ml;.cb different from the le.cework type of etcl1 observed 
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aftel' usinG nital . This differ ence can be seen by comparing f ig-
lll'e 3 15 ane. 18. Unworked surface areas, on the other hand , were 
sevel'el;-; attacked but no prefer ential etching was apparent. The 
un.i.:form :~ebble -bra i ned etch characteristic of t his type of area is 
Shovffi in figure 19 . 
The potassium hydroxirie etch had. no marked. effect on the coated 
areas of the u.sed :piston ring other t:1an to round. off slightly the 
sharp ed.ges imparted. to the crystals by t he nital etch . The uncoated. 
areas of the used. ring still r eS0mbled figure 15 bt:..t the bent crys -
tal t ops were under~ined at the edges, giving the effect of a pile 
of irr ecu.lar crystals plates . 
DISCUSSIOl'i 
Crystal Frasmentation ann Formation of :t-Ucrocrystals 
Extensive work has been cond.ucted. on the s evere distort4..on of 
metals and t he accompanying crystallographic changes . IVOOQ (refer-
ence 10) found. that metal crystallites could be gr ound only to a 
limiting size of a'pproxime,tely 10 - 5 centimeters . Bridgman (r efer-
ence 11) obtained similar results in extreme pre ssure distortion of 
metals . Harker (refe r ence 12) fOl;.nd. that s everely d.eformed metals 
recrystallized. into small crystallites immed.iately after deformation. 
Hith the oxception of work in electl'on and X-ray d.iffractj.on, t he 
r e cent util ization of the e l ectron microscopo f or surface stud.ies 
has t encled. to show tho pr esence of surface films, "'hich are either 
amorp~OlJ.s or so finely crystalline th3.t the crystallites are beyond 
the resolving I'ower of the r e:plica method.s currently u '"'ed. (refer-
e!1Ce 13) . ~~1is estimate of crystc.l size agrees with the vrork of 
Bridgman (refer ence 11), wllo found. that in s ome case s the extreme 
:.:-,r essm'o smearing of a Dctal generat ed a matorial of such fine 
structure that an e stimate of the residual grain size by X-ray 
d.lffract}.on gave a vah.e of 10 A • 
. The contr oversy as to whether amorphous layers of metals are 
formed auring polishing has not been settled. . Much of t:ne differ -
ence of or,inion has been in the interpr etation of diffuse r ing 
patterns resulti~g f r om electron diff raction . Some i nve stigators 
believe that a polished s-.lrface cC:lsists of a thin amorphous film 
nnd.er IThich lie oriented micr ocr ystals (reference 14 ) . Others 
believe that diff1.:se surface 'l)atterns can come f rom crystalline 
material having no sur face projections suitable for diffraction 
(l'el.erence 15). 
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Piston-Rir~ Coating 
The physical distortion of the surface crystals was striking 
evidence of the sliding preseures present on the piston-ring face . 
'i'lle most seve1'e distortion occurred '\-Then t~le ring face was jaLJraed 
ag:1inst the cylinder barrel just after engine ignition . The gr ooves 
worn in the c~'-linder barrel and the slow rotation of the piston rins 
ceuX'inG eDGine o~leration "1O'-'-ld allmr a piston ring to ride on the 
barrel projections . The small contact area 'i-lith the resulting high 
surface loading would cause localized extreme preseure and. extreme 
temperature effects. 
X-ray studies of vear products have rel:ealed the 1-rea!' :9rocess 
to be a rapid heat trE:e,tment of the test sur face accompanied by 
rap::,d fl'J.ctuations of temlJerature (rei'erence 16) . Th:.s process is 
borne out by electron-diffraction stueJ_ies of' machine -ground surfaces 
(re-<'erence 9) . 
Flash temperatures resulting ~rom frictional heating of sur.::'aces 
decrease rapidly with clepth ~f ! eat penetration . In grinding 01Je:::a-
tions the surface can be melted and only 3.. anneal:""YJ.g effect wEl 
occur 10 - 4 centimeters below tlle surfaoe (ro::.'erence 9) . This degth 
of lleat penetrat::.on and the e.ccom.Jal ;y--ng stJ"1,l,ctl':re cha_-ces are 
siill i lar among s :..-s citJens if the sa::Je metalo a1'e usei . Thus with a 
given metal combination vrhere the physical condittons are In a 
given range, t~e t;ype of su:cface d:::.stort5_on wit!l depth s::ould be 
consistent . T}le thickness of the smooth coating vw' ied t:ll'ouG. a 
sI!)all range relatively independent of the degree of working of t:Je 
underlyinG surface as can be seen in f ':'gl1.l'eS 7 and 9 . '1'his lack of 
thickness va:::'iation s"ggested that the eat-cond.'J_ction c:iffercntial 
for nitrii8d steel nnd.er the conditions of ring -friction t0illpera-
turas found in normal enbine operation allOlTed the riy:g face to melt 
to a limiting ao~t~ of approximately O . C~Ol inch . Thinner smootl 
layers than t'10se ,resent in f:i.6ure3 7 and 9 "Tere observed bt:'t a 
thickor layer ·wns seldom present except at the edge of the ring . 
The :'omation of a smooth coating without accol:l}?any:i.ne severe 
und.erlj-ing surface distortion suggested that t:m formation of tLis 
type of layer is dJ.e ~lrimarily to a frictton-temIle::.'ature ef:Cect 
vrhereas t e forrJation of the r o;,;_g11 coat.L."1g is due J?r l:.:arily to a 
press "lre -sceal'ing effect. The low press\...re frictlon of the bar1'el 
ridces on t-le ra'pidly moving ring cO:l_ld melt the s-'.rfa.e cr;"'stals 
uithout serious'iy distorting the surfac.e J as shc..'ioffi j_Il :::icure 7 . 
Tl:e Gradual chanGe. rom t:-:e r ouBh to the smooth phe.ses s10wn i 
fj_t31-:re 12 i3uJ?ported this vie"1 . The s\olrface of the rougil coat:i_l1g 
11 
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vTaS a llj?arently heated to a temperature sufficient to melt the 
sueared. microcrystals to a depth of 0 .0001 inch . The formation of 
two phase8 may have been simultaneous . The dynamic qualj.ty of the 
s clrface alteration ,vould allow the coating formation to occur in a 
l"u.1JlJber of combj.nations, as can be judged from a comparison of fig-
ures 7, 8, and 9 . 
Mechanism of Coatir~ Formation 
Electron-micrograph studies of the nAnning face and the cross 
sections of n~trided -steel piston rings revealed several featlrres 
of the coating-formation process that heretofore had been only 
indirectly studied by electron and X-ray diffraction methods . This 
information ifhen coupled with the r esults of the oxidation heat -
tinting and the work of other investigators as listed in the refer-
ences indicated that the coatinG ).;Jay have been formed in the following 
manner: The nitrided- case crystals first bent along their planes 
of easy slip (reference 17(a)) until the distorted crystal layers 
were almost parallel to the surface (reference 10) as shown in fig -
ures 8, 9, a:J.d 11. This action ivorl:-harciened and strained the 
crystal plates until they develo}!ed. virtHal microcrystals within the 
strained layers as hldicated in figtlres II and 13 (references 17(a) 
and 18 (13.)). Increased. press'.lre and temperatrtre weakened the strain 
ci'Lmctions of the virtual crystallites (reference 18(b)) until the 
plates detached themselves from the surface and fra6mented , smearing 
over the vlorked layers \-Those depth below the surface or whose posi -
tion in front vf the pr essure point had allowed thom to remain a 
part of the coherent workod layer shmm in figure 8 . This process 
may have re1l8u.ted itself in the same area to g i ve a lamellar effect 
as shovm in figure 8 . 
The increased tcm?orature that resulted from the internal and 
e:::ternal friction forces actillG on the crystals (roference 17 (b )) 
tondod to oppose the work-hardening. This heat ruLnealed the harQoned 
microcrystals as 81.CgEc)stcd i~1. figure 10 . The ir"sreased temporature 
also ca.used a local melting and r ecooling, which had. the effoct of 
sintering the gr Olmd -u:p microcrystals and welding them to the ,vorkod 
crystal la3Tors . 
The- friction boh'TOon the top of the granular smear and the 
barrel generated a flash temperature sufficient to melt the smear 
to a depth of ap:oroximately 0 .0001 inch (reference 9 ) as shmm in 
figures 7, 9, and 12 . vlhen the pressure -£'riction wave had :Dassed, 
the film solidified in an insta~t before crystals of any appreciable 
12 
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s::"ze had. a chance to develop (reference 11) as shown in fi€;ure 12 . 
Tl.is IJrocess "as continuous) the coating being formec1 and re,wrked 
in all nossib:!..e combinations of the preceeding outline . 
Oxi(lat:ton Rate as Indicatj.on of Strain 
The o..i :'.Z·erence in oxidation rate of various portions of the 
rins c:.'o"'s -sectional area seemed to be dependent not only on t:1e 
crystal-Il1ar.e orientation but also on the degree of strain of the 
crystals . Strained cJ:'3'stals possessed more internal energ;}, t}ian 
unstrained cr;rstals ( refe::ence 18 ( ", ) and (d ) ) and) as indicated in 
a comparison of figures 13 and J.4) strained crystal sur:ace s tond.ed 
to etch to a greater extent than unstrained crystals . X -~~ay stl~dieB 
of ni t:.~id'3d steel have shmffi tbat t~1e ni t riding process strains t 1e 
crysta.ls whe1~eVer the nitrides are formed. at the crystal boundal~ies 
(n~ference 19 ) . ,,·hore the iron is almost completelY cha iced to iron 
ni t::,'ide, hOVTeVGr) the degree of strain is less . 
An examination of' the oxide-film colors on the used p1ston ring 
revealed. the thic k.16SS of tl e coat:.ng of the cc:::'e , case, a:.l.d Ifhi te 
nitrides to be in the ordor of strainj the greater the strain of the 
crystal , t~1e th:Lsker the oxide film . Tl1is variat:lon in t!1ich.~ess 
lias ",onsistent ,.;ith the idea of [, strained crystal having a greater 
available surfac~ energy than a1 u~strained cr'stal. On the basis 
t hat the til~.ck::less of the ox~c..e film 1.s proport~.ona. to the 8~rained 
condition of the crysta::"s; not only tne general degree of' strain of 
a cr;;rsta2. area ca.n be dete:;'''Ulined. but also t e IJoints of d1sconttnuity 
of strain . The color-tinted rinG cross section can tnerefore be 
anal:'zed as follows : The urm.~trided central portion of the ring had 
the tbinnest oxide coating of t~1e cross section, 'lhich incU.cated a 
relatively unstrained allo" . The blue and oraneSe c::ystals of t!ie 
case incLicated a greater degroe of' straip ti.lan was present in the 
cere, a.s a resv.lt of the ni'i:.ridi!lg process . Tte bent and ,vorked 
C:;:': sta..ls of t!10 case near tl:e surface ,lere s trained even more than 
t:1e C2.S(;) oecause of the iwrking and dofcrmation . 
Tho abi'lil't der:Jarcation to the ora~g0 tral sition line pointed 
ou.t t~le 3.ino oi' rupt:.;.re 01: the ori8:'nal si.~rfo.c0 . This oran!3e film) 
"Thieh indicatec.. r educed strain) may mean tllat this portion of the 
1':.1:.[; \las similar in struct',:re to the smooJeh ~oati 19 . The extra heat 
of friction tl~at r esulted from l'110bing the ground-up microcryotals 
over t110 frcs~11y cleft surface could have ca1;.sod a melting, which 
vTo1'..ld havo Vlelci..0d the sintcrcd. cr;rstal smear to tho nc·wly eJ:,csod 
surface . 
13 
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The broad dark line of the blue and purple crystallites seen 
In fi8l\~'e 10 consisted of particles of the Sa.JI:3 general oxidation 
rate aD the un.defor:1led case . This similarity in color s1.lggestecl 
that -::':le f":,l'ancllar portion of the coating still consisted of micro -
crys'Gals 01 nitrided steel, which had been stress -relieved by the 
annec.ling action of fomation . 
The yellm.,r-oral1ge film of the smooth coating indicated a marked 
dJ.f::ereuce i~l oxidation rate between the smooth and rough :9ortions 
of the coatins . The smooth coating may have consIsted of extremely 
small microcrystals too small to be resolved in the electron micro -
scope, which recrystallize(l from the melted surfa.ce w:1en it solj.dified 
(reference 11). If this recrystallization had occurred, the possi -
b::lHy of the deni triding of thG smooth coating by the flash meltj.ng 
of t:1e su.rface layer s:nould be considered, inasnuch as the color of 
the smooth coating film vTaS approximately that of the unnitrided core 
of the ring . The thickness of oxide films shoul d not be considered 
proof of the above statement) hm·rever, inasmuch as the melted surface 
coating may have formed a vitreous layer on cOOJ.lng that vras less 
0)e4"1 to slll~face oxidation tban the gran'.;.lar portion of the coating 
(ref'el'ence 9). 
structure of P:l.ston-Ring Coating 
The exper~.mentation that served as a basis for this report 
revealed the coating st::."Ucture to be more complex than was origi -
nally su}?:poseci. Fig\..~res 7, 8, and 9 have shovm that the coating 
consisted oi' Doth smootll and granular layers . Fig"vlres 12, 15, and 
16 ShCN a smooth stntctHre that cO:C1tained little eVj.der..:::e of crys -
talLnity . A coating area similal' to figure 16, when enl<::.rged to 
100,000 diameters, still r evealed no evidence of structure other 
than a vague ncduJation that might have been characteristic of the 
siHca film at this magnification . 
The silica re~lica has an average resolution of 50 A, which is 
one ··ti-rentj.eth of the minimum crystal size fOUlld by Wood in his :netal 
deformation 8X])erimsnts (reference 10) . The granular structure of 
the coating shown in figure 12 was, l:!m-18ver, within the limits sreci-
fied by Wood, the nodular particles be ing a~proximately 10-5 centi -
meters across . As can be seen in figures 12, 1St; and 16, the smooth 
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The for[!lation of smear Sl,ots on "both the new and the used rings 
aml t ~;.o s.:.mH3.r results obtained with the etching reagents seemed. to 
ind:'c.:'·::'e that bot}} types of smear were the same . It is improbable 
tila·::' a S~l'":..,- ct1...ITe existed in the smooth coating that was not resolved 
bdcai.l s<:: 0f its resistance to chemical attack) inasmuch as the coating 
c,:ciclized to the same extent as the ring core ) and the coating areas 
0_e :~:'ce['e1 vlitll subsequent etches . The aqua regia and the potassium 
~.~7Qj:'0~:ide should l1ave etched tLrough a metallograpl.ic ;)olish layer 
20 to 30 A t!:ick and 8ho',,11d have revealed any slight granularity 
ind::'cat i ve OoL tne 100 A microcl'YstalS p::.--edicted by Lee s (::.'efer-
ence 14) . A film of t.his dimensi0n ITould account for oP~y the top 
0 .1 percent of the total smooth coatiD..g thickness shown in f'i[!:Ure 12 . 
The lack of appanmt stractnre must be due therefore not to a resist. -
ant mater~.al t:':lat cannot be etched bltt to a s~uge;ishly reacting layer 
of smooth sm€ar~~d n:etal) vThich is either virtually aIlJorp lOllS or of 
exceedingly small cr-·Dtal size . I !l either case ) the deterr:Jination 
of residual crystallinj.ty is difficult if not imposs~.ble i ... as';Tc.ch as 
crystals of th1s size give diffuse riDGs) '-11:ich cannot always be 
distinguished from the d:' ffuse rings generated by a liquid surface ) 
when studied bye: ectron or X-:·ay diffraction . If' recr;rstallization 
of the sr:Joot~ coat::..:;g occurred., the resulting llarticle.s ,.;ere smaller 
tt2.n the limit of resolution of t:le electron mlcrosco"!'e . B~~id[,ille.n IS 
"lork wit:1 extrsr.:Je vrystal distortion (reference lJ.) revealed t~e 
presonce of e~tremely S1llall crystals or crystalline res::'d.1.cO S ·tdat. , 
on tle basis of the line broadening of tho X-ray rings) seemed to 
bo on tho order of 10 A across. 
Co~position of Coating 
T:1e coating material seemed to come mainly from thc piston rings 
theLJso: .. ves . The piston-ring f<lve ;'le.S tn constant contact vrith the 
hot fr.:.ction ,{a-,·o; "lhereas tho barrt:;l-surface increments had o.1.J.y 
mOIDont3.ry contact and could dissi:;Jate the heat much More readHy 
tl:nn t. e :'l::.ston I"inc; w::.th loss resulting surface domru.ction. ·Tho 
a_' pcare.!1.ce of t ongues of d.istorted crJstals prdjecting into the 
Sr:JOOt~l coating tun·sd to verify tl e formatiori of tho coatint?; 11'cm 
tIe ri~G cutorial . 
The ccw;x-s.ltion ox' the granular portion 0:[' the' coat::'nG vias 
prooably similal' to that of 1:,118 case . \;ork dcscrib0L in ro.::ervnce 2 
ind::cated t .at a residnu of austeni~ic structure .. ay remain from tho 
b1.complote tl·ansfo:rmatj.on to ferrite aft(;;r the tcnpcraturo effects 
inol'.rrcQ d1.iTlne tho SllJCe.r formation . Tho smooth coating may !lavo 
contained cr'·st · 1 fracmcl1.ts of both t;ypes of stru.cturc along ",i th 
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traces of oxides (references 2, 9} and 16) but the bulk of the mate-
rial was probably the same as the granular layer, although it may 
have been denitrided . If the smooth coating were nickel, chromium, 
or an oxide, it would not form an oxide film at the tinting tempel'-
at~res used. Spectrographic analysis has shown that the faces of 
the ne,·, and used rings give the same spectra (reference 1). This 
renult l'Llled out the formation of the coating by foreign metal or 
alloys. 
CONCLUSIONS 
These conclusions are based on a study by means of the light 
microscope and the electron microscope of nitrided-steel piston 
r ings run in n::.trided-steel cylinder barrels and on the analysis 
of the work of other investigators as listed in the references. The 
statements made apply specifically to nitrided-steel piston rings 
run in nitrided-steel cylinder barrels but much of the information 
is generally applicable to the mechanisms of wear and surface 
deformation of rubbing metals . 
Conclusions 1 to 5 are final interpretations of the light 
micrographs and electron micrographs taken of the nitrided-steel 
piston rings . The statements in conclusion 6 regarding the mech-
anism of the coating fOlwation are not intended as a theory in its 
final form but as an explanation of the I)henomena observed . In 
each step the most logical of several possible mechanisms has been 
chosen . At the present time all other possibil ities for each step 
of the mechansim discussed cannot be absolutely eliminated and the 
conclusions are dra\m with this inherent limitation in mind: 
1. The runniD~ faces of nitrided-steel piston rings smeared 
during engine operation and an adherent layer consisting lar gely of 
piston-ring material was for med on the rL"JIDing face. 
2 . The adherent coating layer usually consisted of a virtually 
amorphous crust with an underlayer of finely fragmented crystals . 
(a) The granular portion of the coating was made up of crystal-
lites of nitrided-steel that had been fragmented to a limiting size 
and then welded to the underlying surface . 
(b ) Tho smooth portion of the coating was tho result of the 
flash melting and the rapid solidification of eithor tho granular 
coating or of worked surface layers. 
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3 . The smooth portion of the coating had a vitreous -appearing 
st:ruc-c'J.re that vas virtually amorphous . No discernible structure 
I-TaS visible in the re:?licas of the coating material at the limit of 
resolution of the electron microscope . Any crystals or crystal 
fragments present in this layer were less than 100 A across . 
4 . The granu.lar portion of the coating layer consisted mainly 
of small particles ap!?roximate1y 1000 A across, .Thich appeared to 
be pressed and sintered together . 
5. The granular portion of the coating layer had chemical prop-
erties similar to those of the underlying nitrided steel . The smooth 
top layer had a greater resistance to oxidation and corrosion than 
did. the granular portion of the coating and the nitrided steel. 
6 . The coating layer found on nitrided-steel piston rings that 
had been run in nitrided -steel cylinder barrels vas formed. in the 
following manner : 
(a) High pressures traveling along the surface bent the surface 
crystals parallel to the running face . 
(b) The strains induced cansen. the crystals to separate along 
their slip planes and the lamellae slid over each otber, 
(c) The slip -plane lamellae developed virtual microcrystals 
w'i thin theruse 1 vo s as a re sult of severe work -hardening . 
(d) Inc:reased pressure and elevated temperatures 'i-Teakened the 
slip-ylane intersections until the lamellae separated. from the 
worked surface and fragLnented , the crystallites grinding to a 
limiting size dependent upon the meta1:urgical characteristics of 
the alloy . 
(e) The increased heat engendered during this process partly 
melted and annealed the crystal fragments, sintering teem into a 
coherent film to form the granular layer. 
(f) The increased boundary friction betveen the smearing 
crystals and the tnta8t workod slip planes generated a thin molten 
layer of metal, "Thich welded . the sintered film to the underlying 
.rorked layers as it cooled . 
(8) The formation of the s)JJooth portion of the coating may have 
occurred 'i-lith tho same or subsequent strokes to tne one 1-7hich pro-
duced the granular smeared layer . 
17 
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(h) The friction betyTeen the tOIl o.f the granular smear of 
crystft.ls ane"!. the barrel generated a flash temperature sufficient 
to melt the smear to a depth of approximately 0.0001 inch . 
(i) Hb.en the pressure 'POint had b:;en passed, the film solidified 
in an instant, freezing the crystal pattern before crystals of any 
a:?::n'eciable size had a chance to develop. 
U) The process was contim'.ous, the coating having been formed 
and reworke(i in all possible combinations of the preceeding outline . 
Aircraft EIlGine Rose3.rch Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
CleveJand, Ohio, Ncvember 13, 1945 . 
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TABLE I - VISUAL BEAT-TD1TING OF NITRIDED-STEEL PISTON RINGS 
[Film thic1mess values given in this table , 'Thich are 
approximate ) are taken from reference 8.J 
Case I Core 
Color 
. FilJl1 I Film I 
thick- I thick-I Color ~ 
I,ight tan 
Tan 









Light blue ! 
Greenish blue I 
460 I I,ight tan I 
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TABL.~ II - OXIDE-Frr~·1 COLORS OF tlICROSTRUCTURAL COMPONENTS OF 
CROSS SECTIONS OF USED NITRIDED -STEEL PISTON RINGS 
[The piston-ring segrner!t was heated to approximately 3000 C on a 
brass block with an electric hot plate . The comparative oxidation 
nu~nbers signlfy the extent of the oxidation of the components; the 
larger the number , the greater the rate of oxidat2.on. ] 
'c oml1ar -
ative Color I Components I 
Coati~g - smooth top layer 
Coating - rough r.o1ddle layer 
Coating - rough layer at inte:::-· 
scction of' 'ofO:,ked layer 
Worked laye11 und.e:'1 coat1ng 
Eent crystals under worked 
layer 
General case aprearance 








Mixed bl~le and purple 
granules 
3 I Deep orange 
6 Intense liGht blue 
5 Intermixed deep -orange 
light -blue crystals 
5 IntermiXed deep -orange I light-blue crystals 
and 
and 
2 I I~ter~ixed red-orange and 
I yellow-orange crystals -
light-blue network beh,een 
crystals 
4 Brmm 
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Figure I. - Electron stereomicrograph of running face of 
used nitrided-steel piston ring. showing bent-over crys-




Figure 2. - Electron stereomicrograph of running face of 
used nitrided-steel piston ring showing coating area and 
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Figure 3. - Electron stereomicrograph of cross section of 
used nitrided-steel piston ring showing strained crys-
tals and n itrided ridges just under surface of ring. 




Figure 4. - Electron stereomicrograph of cross section of 
used nitr ·ided-steel piston ring showing nitrided case 
below worked-crystal area. Etched in nital. X6000. 
• 
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Figure 5. - Electron stereomicrograph of running face of 
new nitrided-steel piston ring showing worked surface. 







Figure 6. - Electron stereomicrograph of running face of 
new nitrided-steel piston ring showing unworked surface. 
Etched in potassium hydroxide. X6000. 
l 
----------- -----~ 
N AC A TN No. I 132 
Nickel 
- Smoot h 
coat i ng 
Figs. 7,8 
Bent crystals 
Figure 7. - Light micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing smooth coating. Etched 








Figure B. - Light micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing granular coating. 
Et c h ed inn ita I • X 1500 • 
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1 
Nickel 
-=- Sma 0 t h co at i n g 
=~~~""", ..... ",:-:_-,,,,,,,,~ __ ~ _____ ~- G ran u I arc 0 at i n g 
Worked layer 
Bent crystals 
Figure 9. - Light micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing both smooth and gran-
ular coating. Etched in nital. X1500. 
No co lor 
~Yellow orange 
-,.-/Blue and purple 
==---Orange line 
Light blue 




Figure 10. - Light micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring shown in figure 9. Etched in 
nital and heat tinted at 300 0 C. X1500. 
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N i c k e I 
Bent crystals 
Figure II. - Electron micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing bent and severely 
worked crystals. Etched in nital. XIO,OOO. 
Nickel 
Smooth 
coat i ng 
Granular 




Figure 12. - Electron micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steei piston ring showing smooth and granular 
coating. Etched in nital. XIO,OOO. 
I 
I . 





Figure 13. - Electron micrograph of cross section of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing strained crystals and 





Figure 14. - Electron micrograph of cross section of used 
nltrided-steel piston ring showing nitrided case below 
worked-crystal area. Etched in nital. XIO,OOO. 
~------ --- --
N AC A TN No. 1 1 3 2 Figs. 15,16 
Worked-crystal 
I aye r 
Bent c rysta I top 
Figure 15. - Electron micrograph of running face of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing nominally uncoated area 
wl th bent-over smeared crystal sand wo rked-crystal layer. 







Figure /6. - \ Electron micrograph of running face of used 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing coating area and worked-
crystal layer. Etched in nital. XIO,OOO. 

NACA TN No. 11 32 F i gs. 17,18 
Figure 17. - Electron micrograph of running face of new 
nitrided-steel piston ring showing smears probably caused 
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Figure 18. - E l ectron micrograph o f runnin g face of new 
nitrided-stee l piston ring show in g wo rk e d surface area. 
Etched in potassium hydroxide. XIO,OOO : 





Figure 19 . - Electron micrograph of running face of new 
nitrided-ring showing unworked surface area. Etched in 
potassium hydroxide. X ! O,OOO 
